ABSTRACT Transport innovations and technological improvements have increased attention to specific techniques of communications, such as millimeter-wave radars used in autonomous vehicles (AVs). In order to improve the performance of antijamming capability of a millimeter-wave radar, the suppression of interference using random functions is widely used in current applications. However, the main limitation of this method is that it lack a mechanism to withstand message replaying attack, forgery attack, Masquerade attack, and guessing and stolen verifier attack. In this paper, we propose an antijamming method based on a hash function to provide a secure antijamming solution with a stronger ability to suppress the interference echoes and flexible controls. The associated techniques include digital radio frequency memory (DRFM), millimeter-wave radar, and hash value processing. Three types of experiments are performed to achieve 32.87%∼38.34% improvement in terms of the peak difference between the true and false targets, and the results are reported and analyzed in this paper. In each of the experiments, different variables are tested by the controlled variable method, and the experimental results are compared. On this occasion, it is concluded that the modulation signal based on the hash function has a stronger ability to suppress the interference echoes than that based on the pseudorandom function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) have promised to be one of the most predominant modes in the next generation mobility, a range of challenges and opportunities necessitate paying more attention to, such as the implementation of prospective data from CAVs into the existing traffic management systems. The concept of Internet of Vehicles (IoV), as one of the most efficient methodologies with wireless sensor networks used by CAVs, is increasingly widespread in traffic management and has been implemented in the construction of future smart mobility infrastructures.
Because of the wide frequency range (30 GHz ∼ 300 GHz), the large bandwidth and high-accurate multidimensional detection rate, millimeter-waves are widely used in the communication of CAVs. In summary, the development and application of communications in CAVs benefits from the performance of the existing millimeter-wave technologies, but necessitate attention regarding safety aspects in practice.
Potential interferences on radar include passive jamming and active jamming. The interference of vehicle-mounted radar can involve mutual interference between vehicles or malicious interference. Discussed here is a kind of active jamming of digital radio frequency memory (DRFM) interference: the special equipment generates interference after intercepting the radar transmission signal. The attacker needs to apply false signal modulation to the intercepted radar wave and then forward the interference.
Interference is the main threat to radar because it changes the position of the target scattering to deceive the radar, and this application of interference can cause irreparable damage. Both distance deception and speed deception can arise from disturbances. With the application of millimeter-wave radar, the development of a millimeter-wave jammer is imperative [2] , so solutions also need to be developed.
In this scenario, the most significant threat is to inject false information into vehicles, deceive vehicle radars, or even force vehicles to execute (or fail to execute) emergency braking, resulting in casualties. A radar jamming technology can generate severe interference, which is the key component of DRFM jamming technology exploiting the digital use of storage technology. This technology will be introduced in section II. DRFM performs exact copying of the radar signal and incorporates the ability to disrupt the radar system, making it difficult to identify true and false targets.
In this case, we apply the method of cryptographic authentication to enhance discrimination so that even receiving the opponent's highly realistic spoofing echo can reduce the probability of being deceived. In general, spoofing signals can reasonably simulate the real target echo, but the distances are different from those of the real target echo.
Regarding electronic countermeasures (ECM) and electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM), [2] carried out related research. The research [2] discussed active deception jamming, which usually refers to an interference pulse generated by a jammer by simulating the target echo to deceive radar systems so that the true and false targets are difficult to distinguish, with false target identification being the key goal. The general active spoofing methods include angle spoofing, distance spoofing and speed spoofing.
The literature [3] describes potential means of attack in autonomous vehicles and points out the social problems brought by automated vehicles, including those associated with road safety, privacy, traffic flow, energy and environmental impacts, the automobile industry, the economy and network security. With the increase in the popularity of such attacks in the vehicle automation stage, it is necessary to evaluate this threat through debating and discussion.
Vehicle attacks may damage some information sources used for position determination and trajectory planning. An attack implies the presence of global positioning system (GPS) jammers, a DRFM attack, or an electromagnetic pulse (EMP); in the context of the DRFM technique, the received signal is quantified and stored in the digital memory as a copy of the exchange.
According to the needs of the attacker, the signal needs to be copied and retransmitted.
To date, there have been many attempts to subvert DRFM jamming technology, and increasing the robustness against this interference is achieved mainly through waveform design and the adjustment of the polarization characteristics, which constitute the initial phase in related research on antijamming.
The antijamming strategy of [4] uses the beat-frequency nonoverlapping properties of the signal in the frequency domain and filters out the interference signal, and this proposed scheme has been the subject of a brief analysis using simulations.
However, the anti-interference method in [5] uses a random initial phase when sending signals, which makes the DRFM jammer unable to adapt to the randomness of the initial phase. This polarization radar is mentioned in the article [6] . The anti-interference technology mentioned in another article [7] introduces the influence of the phase noise difference in the received signal to distinguish the target. Reference [8] describes using the orthogonal block coding ECCM scheme for repeated radar jamming.
A chirp-chip-based linear frequency modulated (LFM) random radar waveform is proposed in [9] . The instantaneous frequency of each chirp chip is a random value, and linear interpolation is performed. The result of distance ambiguity can be suppressed by random noise waveform was presented and analyzed by [10] .
DRFM jamming technology is a very effective active attack jamming technology among many relevant antijamming solutions. Noise radar, developed in the 1950s, is a radar type that can achieve pulse agility and resist DRFM repeated jamming.
In this paper, we have developed a new technique regarding the anti-interference method of receiving a spoofing echo and carried out simulation experiments. The premise of antiinterference here is the interference technology of DRFM, and the key point is the access to identify whether the received echo is emitted by ourselves or by the opponent. In addition, a cryptographic hash function is used. Considering the anticollision properties of the hash function itself, the use of the hash function instead of the pseudorandom function will achieve better results in some condition because the pulse compression graph has larger peak differences when using hash functions.
Furthermore, we have carried out a comparative simulation experiment and selected three comparison samples: waveforms without modulation, waveforms modulated by pseudorandom functions, and waveforms modulated by hash functions. The three types of waveforms were compared under specific identical interference scenarios, and the conclusions were drawn. In the end, an analysis experiment of the expanded sample was carried out to verify the conclusion with reasonable probability.
II. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. DRFM
The most important aspect of DRFM is the digital replication of the received signal in a form related to that signal. DRFM can modify the signal before retransmission, change the target characteristics, and adjust the radar cross section (RCS), range, speed and angle. DRFM poses a serious obstacle to radar sensors.
The waveforms are intercepted by the jammer from that emitted by radar, the principle of DRFM is to modulate the waveforms stored in the jammer.
What can DRFM do? First, it can provide a coherent time delay of RF signals and produce coherent spoofing to the radar system. Radar pulses captured by DRFM can be replayed with very little delay. By playing back the waveform with DRFM, a false target can be generated from the normal radar, and the delayed change of the false target makes the target appear to be moving [11] . Second, the pulse data captured by DRFM can be modulated in amplitude, frequency and/or phase and can be used to produce other effects [11] , [12] . DRFM can increase the Doppler frequency shift so that the range and range rate tracker will be correlated in the interfered radar [11] , [12] . Finally, the pulses captured by DRFM can be replayed many times, so the interfered radar can detect many targets, and in certain cases, DRFM can generate arbitrary interference waveforms.
DRFM technology includes three types of coding: phase coding, amplitude coding and I-Q coding.
The working principle of DRFM is theoretically analyzed as follows: if a radio frequency signal with a carrier frequency f c is received by DRFM at time t, the signal can be expressed as
where x(t) represents the envelope of the signal and ϕ 0 represents the initial phase of the signal. The DRFM also includes the capability of signal processing. In receiving systems, if the incoming signal S(t) = x(t) cos(2π f c t + ϕ(t)) (2πf c = ω c ) is mixed with the local oscillator frequency f lo , the resulting frequency output is f out = |f c ± f lo |.
S(t) and its quadrature components S 2 (t) are expressed as follows:
The complex analytical signal representation is
The baseband signal S B is expressed as
Then, the signal can be expressed as
The amplitude of the signal can be obtained from the following formula:
The parameter ϕ(t) in the formula contains the carrier phase offset and modulation frequency phase slope. The phase information of the signal can be obtained from the following formula:
The radar wave intercepted by the DRFM jammer is represented by Equation (1) . After receiving the wave, S drfm in (t) is mixed with the local oscillator signal and low-pass filtered. Then, according to the interference demand of the attacker, the wave undergoes modulation of its amplitude, frequency and phase.
The obtained quadrature signal is represented by the following formula:
where A drfm (t) is the amplitude of the interfering signal, f drfm is the frequency of the interfering signal, and ϕ drfm is the phase of the interfering signal.
B. LFM
The LFM is a signal with a large time-width bandwidth product. The frequency of this signal increases or decreases over time and is widely used in radar, sonar and other aspects. A typical LFM signal can be expressed as
where f c denotes the carrier frequency, µ denotes the frequency modulation rate, T p is the pulse width, and rect( t
denotes a rectangular pulse of width T p : In addition, µ in Equation (12) 
where B is the signal bandwidth. The instantaneous phase of the signal is
The instantaneous frequency of this signal is
If µ < 0, then the instantaneous frequency is linearly reduced; if µ > 0, then the instantaneous frequency increases linearly. Equation 12 could be rewritten as
where
According to the Euler formula, Equation (17) can also be expressed as
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T p . The spectrum of the signal can be obtained by Fourier transformation, so when B = 100 MHz and T p = 2 µs, the real part, imaginary part and spectrum of the chirp signal are expressed as shown in Figure 1 .
C. HASH FUNCTION
The hash function H(x) is a basic tool for cryptography and has applications in many areas, such as digital signatures and message integrity verification. The hash function is a one-way function [13] . The basic properties of the hash function can be expressed by the following formula:
where * indicates the input length of the hash function, which is arbitrary, and n indicates the output length of the hash function, which is fixed.
The properties of the hash function include the following:
• The length of the output is fixed while that of the input is arbitrary: the variable x can be of arbitrary length, and the result of H(x) has a fixed length of n bits (such as 64 b, 80 b, or 160 b), as expressed by Equation (19) .
• Preimage attack resistance: finding an input x with a known hash value y = H(x) is computationally infeasible.
• Collision attack resistance: finding two different inputs x 1 and x 2 (x 1 = x 2 ) with H(x 1 ) = H(x 2 ) is computationally infeasible. Typical hash functions include MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512 [13] . The HASH256 used in Bitcoin [14] executes SHA256 twice consecutively on the input string. The output of SHA256 can be truncated, and the SHA224 hash function works in the same way, resulting in a shorter hash at the expense of reduced security.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE ANTI-INTERFERENCE SCHEME
When a target exists in a certain space, the signal transmitted by the radar is affected by the target distance, angle, velocity, and other parameters and then reflected back in the form of an echo. In the radar receiver, by analyzing the received signal, information such as the distance, angle, and speed of the target can be obtained. Radar detects the presence of a target and measures its parameter information by detecting and analyzing the echo signal, however, the purpose of the interference is to disrupt or hinder the radar from finding the target and measuring the target parameters.
Active deception jamming based on DRFM technology is highly harmful due to its high efficiency, deception, and flexibility, and the interference effect, which is remarkable, is part of active radar interference. Automobile millimeterwave radar is vulnerable to spoofing attacks. The replication and retransmission of radar transmission signals introduce false information to destroy the received data, causing the radar to report erroneous information, which greatly increases the risk of collision.
A. PRINCIPLE OF DECEPTION JAMMING
The jammer provides false information to the radar by replicating and retransmitting the radar-transmitted signal and destroying the received data, thus confusing and disrupting the system. Spoofing, on the other hand, creates false signals by imitating the real signal and adding appropriate modulation to forge a signal and inject it into the system to be disrupted.
Obviously, the distance R between the radar and the target can be expressed as the time delay τ between the radartransmitted signal S tran and the received signal S rec , where the time delay τ is expressed as
where c is the propagation speed of the speed of light. Let SPACE denote the observation space of radar for various types of targets (also called the range of power observation for various types of targets). For radars with four-dimensional (distance, azimuth, elevation and speed) observation capabilities, the typical SPACE is
where R min and R max represent the minimum and maximum observation distances, respectively; α min and α max indicate the minimum and maximum observation orientations, respectively; β min and β max indicate the minimum and maximum detected elevation angles, respectively; f d min and f d max indicate the minimum and maximum detected Doppler frequencies, respectively; and S i min and S i max represent the minimum detected signal power and saturated input signal power (echo power), respectively. The ideal point target T is just one of a number of points in space SPACE:
where R represents the distance to the target, α represents the orientation of the target, β represents the elevation angle to the target location, f d represents the Doppler frequency of the target, and S i represents the echo power of the target. According to the definition of SPACE, SPACE can be denoted as
where R is the radar's range resolution, α is the azimuth resolution, β is the elevation resolution, and f d is the speed resolution, whose energy is the same as that of the observation range. Under general conditions, the false target T f formed by deceptive jamming is also a set of one or a group of certain fixed points in SPACE that are different from the true target T, so the false target can also be detected by radar to achieve the jamming purpose of treating the false target as the true target or disrupting the observation of the true target with the false target.
The key points of the deceptive interference technique for true and false targets are explained by the following formula:
where T f i represents the i-th false target scattering point and T represents the true target. If the false target interference is to be successful, the following formula must be satisfied:
In other words, the parameter difference of the true and false targets is greater than the spatial resolution of the radar. The radar can distinguish T f and T as two different targets, but it is possible to detect and track false targets as real targets, resulting in a false alarm, or it may not find the true target, resulting in an alarm failure.
There are many different types of spoofing interference; a brief introduction to three types of spoofing interference is as follows:
• Distance deception interference:
With distance deception interference, the distance to the false target is different from that of the true target, the energy is often stronger than that of the true target, and the remaining parameters are approximately equal to those of the true target.
• Angle deception interference:
With angle deception interference, the azimuth or elevation angle of the false target is different from that of the true target, the energy is stronger than that of the true target, and the remaining parameters are approximately equal to those of the true target.
• Speed deception interference:
With speed deception jamming, the Doppler frequency of the false target is different from that of the true target, the energy is stronger than that of the true target, and the remaining parameters are approximately equal to those of the true target's parameters. Radar can distinguish different targets in the distance, which mainly depends on the distance resolution R:
Spoofing attacks are designed to confuse the target victim and focus on the signal reception. If there are no means to detect the signal, the receiver cannot filter the spoofing signal; a spoofing attack that disrupts the target radar for a short period of time can have a serious impact on the behavior of the target vehicle, possibly causing it to stop, change direction, or crash.
B. ANTI-INTERFERENCE SCHEME
As mentioned in the first part of this work, there are many relevant anti-interference schemes. Here, it is proposed to combine the hash function to obtain a scheme that is more VOLUME 7, 2019 advantageous than a pure random function, and relevant simulation experiments are carried out in the following part.
For convenience of description, Equation (12) is expressed as Equation (30).
The relationship between T PRI (the pulse repetition interval), t, t κ , and t is as follows: t =t + t κ , t κ = κT PRI . Similar to Equation (13), rect(ˆt T p ) denotes a rectangular pulse of width T p .
From the above, we can know that the true target echo can be expressed as
where N is the number of scattering of the true target and σ i is the scattering coefficient of the i-th scattering center. R iκ is the distance from the radar for the i-th target at t κ = κT PRI . The false target echo can be expressed as
where L is the number of scattering of the false targets and σ l is the scattering coefficient of the i-th scattering center. R lκ is the distance from the radar for the i-th target at t κ = κT PRI . The signal received by the radar contains the target echo and the interference signal and is expressed as
There are three different cases used for comparison here: the standard LFM signal, the signal with the rand function based on amplitude modulation, and with the hash function based on amplitude modulation. The principle used here is to conduct correlation processing between the echo and the reference signal, and the matching filter is based on the transmitted signal. After receiving the echo, the output of the filter is obtained by convolution.
Suppose the impulse response of the matched filter in the time domain is
Then, the output of the filter is expressed as
Since the DRFM jammer needs to store the intercepted radar signal and delay it for a certain period of time, the jammer cannot have the function of transmitting and receiving at the same time. Usually, the jammer needs a certain processing delay for the intercepted signal, and the delay of the forwarded interference signal is typically greater than a T PRI [15] . By modulating the envelope of different pulse repetition period signals and embedding a certain number of random numbers, the pulse signals of different repetition periods can carry different encryption information that can be known only by the user.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main anti-interference idea is to design a radar transmission signal with a certain relationship between the target echo signal and the interference return signal in the time domain or frequency domain and suppress the interference signal by a certain anti-interference method.
The two envelope modulation methods used here for comparison are the rand function and the hash function mentioned above. Using the difference of the information A n , interference recognition is achieved by matching the echo signals.
According to the above, detailed descriptions are given here, including the basic parameter settings and specific scenarios.
A. SCENARIO SETTINGS
The radar transmission signal is set to the LFM signal; the bandwidth is 100 MHz, the time width is 2 µs, and the pulse repetition period is 8 µs. The equation used here is (30). In the scheme, a sequence of envelope addition A n with a quantization number of 8 is added to the signal envelope in each pulse repetition period, and A n is the information carried by the signal. For false target interference, in an echo pulse repetition period, a real target echo and an interference echo are included, and the interference is identified by matching the echo signal by using the difference of the information A n .
For the LFM signal in the slow time domain, the transponder chirp signal is delayed by kT PRI relative to the radartransmitted signal, and the interference signal delay is set to a T PRI for convenience. Then, the A i signal added to the target echo in the same pulse repetition period is different from the A i−1 signal of the false echo. When the interference signal delays the target echo signal by one or more pulses, the target echo signal does not overlap with the interference echo signal.
There are three situations in this scenario: 1) A n = 1; 2) Using the rand function to generate A n , with A n quantized to 8 bits; 3) Using the SHA256 output hash value H (x r) and processing the hash value to generate A n , with A n also quantized to 8 bits.
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Simulation experiments were carried out on three kinds of modulation cases, including the assumption that there is only one true target and the assumption that there is a true target and a false target. The echo equation used here is Equation (33), and the radar cross section RCS is set to σ = 1 m 2 . The noise used here is white noise.
1) SIMULATION OF THE LFM
According to Equation (30), S tran is modeled; when An = 1, the envelope is not modulated, and the complex envelope of the signal can be simply expressed as
In the case of T PRI = 8µs, the maximum unambiguous distance is
The results obtained from a simulation in conjunction with Equation (36) are shown in Figure 2 . As shown in Figure 2 , the distance performance of the LFM signal is almost unchanged in the case of noise, and the performance is ideal. Next, the echo containing the real signal and the interference signal is detected using the standard LFM signal. Here, the distance of the true target is set to 20 in meters, and the distance of the false target is set to 25 in meters. The results are presented in Figure 3 .
As shown in Figure 3 , the original LFM signal is also ideal for detecting false targets, but this is not what we want but what the attacker wants. The peaks in Figure 3 (a) at 20.09 is 0.9177 and at 24.87 is 0.9129, the peaks in Figure 3 (b) at 20.1 is 0.9163 and at 24.87 is 0.9237, so Peak is 0.0014.
The focus of the discussion here is how to improve the antiinterference capability based on random numbers.
2) SIMULATION OF AMPLITUDE MODULATION BASED ON RANDOM NUMBERS WITH AN ENVELOPE
In this part of the experiment, the simulation is divided into two parts, both of which use a matching function for the envelope of the random number modulated signal. The first part contains the key goal, which is to correlate the signal with itself and then relate it to the echo of the target, as shown in Figure 4 .
Obviously, the performance relative to that of the original LFM signal has decreased. Figure 5 shows the results for detecting a true target using the modulated signal.
Next, we simulate the transmission of two adjacent signals. The information of the modulation envelope is A n 1 and A n 2 , as shown in Figure 6 .
Assuming that the interfering signal differs from the true signal by a pulse repetition interval (PRI), the echo is simulated with noise and without noise.
The simulated echo includes the echo of the true target and the echo of the false target; distance performance is then performed, as shown in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 , the performance of the true target with Range=20 m is higher than that of the false target with Range=25 m, but there are many side lobes that have a strong influence. If random number modulation is generated multiple times, there may be a transmitted signal with a good performance effect. However, this condition is very difficult to control, which leads to the application of the hash function.
3) SIMULATION EXPERIMENT BASED ON A HASH FUNCTION
The hash function used here is SHA256, which is the most widely used hash function, and the security is relatively high. The basic properties are discussed in section II-C. The number processed here is the average grouping of the obtained hash values, which is then normalized to obtain the corresponding A n . Because of the output nature of the hash function, A n has a certain randomness. The experimental results here are compared with those in section IV-B.2.
In this part, matching filtering is performed on echoes containing the true target and the false target, indicating that performance is feasible in this case. Two experiments are performed, and the input to SHA256 is different in the two experiments. More detailed performance descriptions and comparisons are described in section IV-C.
This part reports the comparison with section IV-B.2, the simulation for the generated A n , and simulates the transmitted signal, as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 9 shows the results obtained by the signal of the Figure 8 performance target. Figure 8 and 9 show the performance of a true target using the transformed waveform. Figure 10 and 11 assume that there is both a true target and a false target. The modulated information of the false target is different from the modulated information of the true target, so the false target is suppressed. Figure 10 shows the use of two different input values to obtain two different types of information. Figure 11 assumes that there is a true target echo with a false target echo. The currently used waveform suppresses the outdated waveform. The results obtained are shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11 shows the results of the processing of the echo signal. Since the interference signal differs from the transmission signal, the modulation information A n of the two signals is different, so the interference signal can be suppressed. The distance to the true target in Figure 11 is showed as Range=20 m; the result is Range=20 m, as expected, and the performance of the false target is not obvious.
Compared with the results shown in Figure 11 , the performance effect in Figure 7 is poor. However, the advantage of using the hash function is that the transmitted signal with good performance can be reproduced when the input is known. The hash function is a deterministic random function. One application that may be used is to select a signal with good performance to create a collection of transmission signals under a certain large base.
C. RANDOM NUMBER VS HASH VALUE: COMPARISON EXPERIMENT
Many experiments have been carried out in this research area, mainly to detect the correlation of signals modulated by two different modulation methods, which are divided into two parts: one part is the signal S rand modulated based on the modulation of the pseudorandom rand function, and the other part is the signal S hash modulated based on the modulation method of the hash function. The match performance of the signals are analyzed.
(1) S rand correlation analysis The determinacy of signals based on pseudorandom function modulation causes its different outputs every time, so the performance is unstable, and there is a lack of controllability. The simulation results for the randomly generated 64 groups of S rand for the matching performance analysis are shown in Figure 12 .
Because the signal generated based on the pseudorandom method is unstable, there is no relationship between the generated signals. As shown in Figure 12 , the difference value between y coordinate of the first highest point and the second highest point is 0.1443. (2) S hash correlation analysis For a hash function, the input can be direct or timestamped. When the input is direct, set the hash value to H (x), and take x as the input. When the input has a timestamp, it sets the hash value to H (x r), and takes x r as the input.
1) The input of H (x) only contains x. A total of 64 correlation processes are performed here. S hash is related to 64 consecutive inputs. Simulations with a time delay are performed.
The results are shown in Figure 13 . The difference value between y coordinate of the first highest point and the second highest point is 0.345.
2) An additional assistant input r for H is added, which is denoted as H (x||r).
The r can also be a timestamp. By simply adding changes to the continuous input, the changes here are generated with rand, i.e., r =rand. In practical applications, the timestamp can be used with timing to assign r. The experimental results are shown in Figure 14 . The difference value between y coordinate of the first highest point and the second highest point is 0.2607.
(3) The relationships of the difference peaks between the first and second peaks with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The SNR calculation methods are expressed as follows:
where P s represents the power of the signal, P n is the power of the noise. Taking a sample from the previous three experiments, take the SNR as the abscissa data and the difference between the first and second peaks as the ordinate data, because the added noise is random, the peak calculation is performed 100 times and then averaged, and draw the plot as shown in Figure 15 .
The three sets of results are shown as (a), (b) and (c) in Figure 15 . The first group involves S hash , the second group involves S rand , and the third group involves S hash+rand . With the increase of SNR, it can be concluded from the Figure 15 (a), (b), (c) that there is a difference in the final value that tends to be stable under three different conditions. In the case of S rand , the stable value is 0.2136. In the case of S hash , the stable value is 0.2955. In the case of S hash+rand , the stable value is 0.2838. The larger the peak value, the better the ability to suppress interference echoes. The increase is calculated as 32.87% and 38.34%. So the case of S hash has the best ability to suppress interference.
As shown in Figure 15 , the results of the first group are better than those of the second group. However, the results of the third group of experiments indicate that the third group constitutes a compromise. It can be seen that adding randomized hash function can significantly enhance the performance of the system against echo interference.
V. CONCLUSION
After theoretical analysis and experimental simulation, it can be concluded that the use of the hash function to replace the pseudorandom function is of great significance, both in terms of generating the transmitted signal and in terms of management strategy. After the hash function is introduced, the ability to suppress interference echoes can be enhanced by 32.87% ∼ 38.34%. On the one hand, the signal modulated based on the hash function has a certain randomness and can be controlled. For example, using a time stamp to make the modulated signal related to the order of time can be applied to many scenes; on the other hand, the use of hash function modulation signals can create a signal collection that is random but has good performance, but only if there are enough practice data.
Moreover, the modulation signal modulated based on the hash function is not necessarily modulated on the envelope amplitude but may be modulated in terms of the frequency or phase and even combined with CW, OFDM or other complex waveforms. This result reveals to a certain extent that we are free to control the generation of a random signal.
